
Third Thursday 5: Appraising Faculty 
Papers 
Jul. 13, 2017 -- Joint Chat with the SAA College & University Archives Section #appraisethis 

1. This month's chat was co-hosted along with the College & University Archives Section 
group to focus our discussion on appraisal and acquisition of faculty papers at academic 
archives. Check out the series of articles also on this topic posted on the C&UA blog, The 
Academic Archivist. 

2.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

Welcome to this joint chat w/ @AcademArchivist to discuss issues of appraisal & faculty 
papers in academic archives! #AppraiseThis 

3.  

C&UA Section SAA@AcademArchivist 

Hi everyone! Rebecca here repping the C&UA Steering Committee. #AppraiseThis 

4. Q. 1 How does the appraisal of faculty papers differ from the appraisal of other types of 
personal archives? 

5.  

Cory Nimer@CoryNimer 

A.1 Our challenge has been that they cross collection development policies, and may be 
desirable for more than one reason. #AppraiseThis 
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6.  

Cory Nimer@CoryNimer 

A.1 Faculty papers can end up being between our University Archives, Mormon 
Manuscripts, and Professional Papers policies. #AppraiseThis 

7.  

Julie May@JulieIMay 

A.1 Faculty papers must cross into our coll dev policy w/ topical relevance in order for us 
to acquire them. #appraisethis . 

8.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

A1. One difference: faculty collections can be both/or documenting the institution (i.e. 
records) and/or the individual (i.e. papers). 

9.  

Amy Allen@ArkivistAmy 

A.1 We also has collections from faculty which could be considered under both 
University Archives and the Manuscripts Unit #appraisethis 

10.  
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Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

A1 Faculty papers often document different contexts on campus, and useful for both 
intellectual & institutional histories #appraisethis 

11.  

Michelle Sweetser@mlsweetser 

A.1 Sometimes faculty status and connection gives initial means by which to approach 
for non-univ content of interest #appraisethis 

12.  

Amy Allen@ArkivistAmy 

@mlsweetser Good point. We have received good material that are not related to the 
university from faculty members 

13.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

@mlsweetser Do you then consider those collections to be faculty papers? #appraisethis 

14.  

Michelle Sweetser@mlsweetser 

@Ruth_e_Bryan It depended on what was the preponderance of material. Sometimes, 
they had been considered faculty papers w/o having much univ content 
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15. Q. 2 Does your institution's academic mission affect your appraisal decisions? 

16.  

Cory Nimer@CoryNimer 

Q.2 Library mission is support educational pursuits, advance scholarship, and nurture 
lifelong intellectual, spiritual growth. #AppraiseThis 

17.  

Amy Allen@ArkivistAmy 

A.2. Yes, because our mission includes teaching, research and service, we collect 
materials from faculty from all three areas #appraisethis 

18.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

A.2. One difference can be if you're a University/College Archives only or if you're part 
of a Special Collections. 

19.  

Cory Nimer@CoryNimer 

A.2 Our faculty CDP focuses mission goals of on meeting curricular needs and 
documenting unique aspects of university. #AppraiseThis 

20. Q. 3 What appraisal criteria do you employ for collecting faculty papers? 
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21.  

Cory Nimer@CoryNimer 

A.3 First, it must conform to our collecting policy:  https://sites.lib.byu.edu/sc/wp-
content/uploads/sites/34/2009/10/Professional-Papers-Program-Collection-
Development-Policy.pdf … #AppraiseThis 

22.  

Michelle Sweetser@mlsweetser 

A.3 many factors: prominence in field; known for teaching, research, service on campus; 
involved w/ campus efforts of note,etc #appraisethis 

23.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

A.3. Tend to accept all offers, but do appraise within collections #appraisethis 

24.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

A.3. Appraise within collections using records schedule and depth of teaching, research, 
service, and admin documentation. #appraisethis 
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Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

A3 I work w/ STEM fac papers, a lot of emphasis has been on documenting "important" 
innovations 1/2 #appraisethis 

26.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

A3 But it's important to make sure that those traditionally underrepresented in STEM 
are documented as well 2/2 #appraisethis 

27.  

Amy Allen@ArkivistAmy 

A.3. My collection strategy focuses on original research or materials to fill in gaps in 
university records. #appraisethis 

28.  

kira@kirakestrel 

@ArkivistAmy Hey Amy, Kira here (+A&A Intern), wondering if gaps are more formally 
id'd as part of internal pract. or is your own efforts? #Appraisethis 
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My efforts, although I would like to make it more formal. I'm always looking for faculty 
who also served as a department chair, dean, 
etc.  https://twitter.com/kirakestrel/status/885643201956241408 … 

29.  

Michelle Sweetser@mlsweetser 

@ArkivistAmy Good idea! At one point I looked at our faculty collections at Marquette 
and realized that outside nursing, they were almost all from men! 

30. Q. 4 How do you appraise to ensure a diverse representation of faculty? 

31.  

Dainan Skeem@dainans 

A4: We try to collect broadly but space limitations prevent. Focus on basic info from 
every faculty and selective w/ others #appraisethis 

32.  

Michelle Sweetser@mlsweetser 

A.4 many faculty didn't realize we wanted unpublished materials. And didn't have time 
to think about transferring content 2/2 #appraisethis 

33.  

Michelle Sweetser@mlsweetser 
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q.4 I think that's hard and requires time to develop relationships and awareness that 
univ archives want faculty papers. 1/2#appraisethis 

34.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

A4. Keep hearing about all the stuff retiring faculty throw away. Can't appraise w/o 
stuff. Need to do more PR with faculty. #appraisethis 

35.  

Michelle Sweetser@mlsweetser 

@Ruth_e_Bryan Agreed! We started tag teaming IR staffer, liaison librarian and univ 
archivist in some efforts. 

36.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

A4 This is vital, and also need to think about how to remediate gaps in collection that 
have emerged over time 1/2 #appraisethis 

37.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

A4 in cases where records not collected for women in STEM, for ex, oral histories are a 
good way to fill gaps, H/T @tzanish :) #appraisethis 
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38. Q. 5 What is the value of faculty papers at institutions that are more teaching-focused than 
research-focused? 

39.  

Cory Nimer@CoryNimer 

A.5 Faculty papers remain a good source for institutional and local history, filling in 
gaps in the official record. #AppraiseThis 

40.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

A5 Love papers/records about teaching! history of pedagogy and discipline content, plus 
a window on student life and culture. #appraisethis 

41. Q. 6 How do you handle the potential overlaps/divergence in collecting materials from 
faculty? 

42.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

Re: Q. 6 - A few have already mentioned material coming in from faculty whether it 
related to uni or not #appraisethis 

43.  

Amy Allen@ArkivistAmy 

Q.6. For me University Archives is physically integrated w/ Special Collections so it is a 
matter of who manages/processes it. #appraisethis 
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44.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

A6. Dups (pubs, meeting minutes) can be a challenge. How can one know what's in 
other calls? Appraise as records = discard. #appraisethis 

45.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

A6. 2/2 Appraise as papers = potentially keep, depending. #appraisethis 

46. Q. 7 If you train students to process collections, how do you introduce appraisal? Do you 
have a manual, or use case studies? 

47.  

kira@kirakestrel 

@AppraisalSAA Q.7 Always curious about this one! What are the training practices out 
there? #AppraiseThis 

48.  

Amy Allen@ArkivistAmy 

A.7. I use my collection policy and hands on just going through collections and 
encourage lots of questions #appraisethis 
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49.  

Cory Nimer@CoryNimer 

A.7 For us, all appraisal is done by full-time staff. Questions that arise during processing 
are taken back to the curators. #AppraiseThis 

50.  

Ruth Bryan@Ruth_e_Bryan 

A7. Always train on appraisal w/in collections--front-line processors will be responsible. 
Appraisal across colls=for staff. #appraisethis 

51.  

Marcella@rageyhistorian 

@kirakestrel @AppraisalSAA GIANT manuals, verbal reinforcement, still need more 
ways to work! Also look for engaged students, not just warm bodies. #appraisethis 

52.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

Well this hour is coming to a close, but thanks to all those who joined in and provided 
answers to our questions! #AppraiseThis 

53.  
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C&UA Section SAA@AcademArchivist 

Thanks, all! If you want to talk more about faculty papers, please come to our section 
meeting 
at #saa17 #AppraiseThis https://twitter.com/AppraisalSAA/status/8856501546988093
44 … 

54.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

Thank you to @AcademArchivist for co-hosting the chat & organizing an #saa17 panel 
on this topic! #AppraiseThis 

55.  

C&UA Section SAA@AcademArchivist 

@AppraisalSAA Right back atcha, A&A! Let's do it again sometime. 

56. Take note that the C&UA Section Meeting at SAA 2017 is featuring a panel to talk more 
about faculty papers. 

57. & Stay tuned for future A&A Twitter chats in the fall. 
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